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downloads for easybcd 2.2 portableQ: How does one disable an option to
upgrade in a web interface? I have an application that queries an Access
database via ODBC (Microsoft's SQL Server ODBC driver). On my internal

development machine, the application is a.exe and I simply connect to the
database. I need to migrate this application to a web interface that's

delivered over the Internet. I figured I would create a web application that
would do the same thing as the.exe version of the application, but in a web-
based interface. In order to do this, I made a Visual Studio 2010 "Web Site"
project and included two projects in it - the.exe and the web-based version
of the application. The problem is, I want to make sure that users cannot
interact with the web version of the application by clicking upgrade inside

the web-based application. I was wondering if there is a way to prevent the
web-based application from performing the upgrade, or if there is another
solution that would make this unnecessary. I have no experience with the
web interface for.exe applications, so I apologize if this has already been
asked and answered. If it has, then I apologize for reading it already, and
just didn't realize I'd found it. In that case, I'll delete this question and ask

another one. A: I'm not sure how you are deploying your web app, but if it is
just to a file path or some sort of web server then you could access it like

this: and similarly any other call to the.exe. So you could do this: to bypass
any upgrade options. Q: Pointing Google search to a specific site I have a
site that I want to use some of the features of Google. I have a hunch that

the best way would be to tell Google to point to my site in the search
results. It would be easiest if I could point it to a domain name I own, but I

don't. If there is any easy way to do this or if there are any quirks, please let
me know. A: You can't control search results - Google considers the results

based on what is on the page. However, there is a Google cache of the
website 6d1f23a050
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